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Abstract— When time is incorporated in the specification of
discrete systems, the complexity of verification grows exponentially. When the temporal behavior is specified with symbols,
the verification problem becomes even more difficult. This paper
presents a formal verification technique for timed circuits with
symbolic delays. The approach is able to provide a set of sufficient
linear constraints on the symbols that guarantee the correctness
of the circuit. The applicability of the technique is shown by
solving the problem of automatic discovery of linear constraints
on input and gate delays that guarantee the correct behavior of
asynchronous circuits.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The correctness of concurrent systems often depends on the
temporal characteristics: response times, timeouts, computational delays, etc. Several formalisms have been proposed to
model such systems, such as Timed Transition Systems [13],
Timed Automata [2] and Hybrid Automata [1].
In these models, a system is specified as an automaton with
annotated timing information. Given a property, verification
usually gives an answer of this sort: “the system is correct”
leads to a failure”, where
is a sequence
or “the trace
of events annotated with time. However, the previous answer
is only valid for the particular timing information provided
for that instance of the system. Let us assume, for example,
that this information is the set of gate delays of a circuit. The
answer would only be valid for a particular technology, and
could not be extrapolated to other technologies. Would it be
possible to give a characterization of the circuit as a set of
timing constraints that could guarantee the correctness of the
circuit and that would be independent from the technology?
For example, the following answer would be much more
meaningful: The circuit is correct if
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where
denotes the delay of the gate . The advantage
of this type of answer is obvious. However, this requires an
analysis with symbolic delays, that makes verification much
more complex.
This paper presents an algorithmic approach for the automatic discovery of linear constraints in timed systems that
guarantee their correctness. The technique is based on the the
paradigm of Abstract Interpretation [8], that was originally
devised for the static analysis of programs [9]. One of the main
motivations of this work is the characterization of the behavior
of asynchronous controllers. The correctness of these circuits

often depends on the actual delays of the gates. Under certain
gate delays, the circuit may manifest hazardous behavior that
can be propagated to some output signal and produce a failure.
The purpose of the verification is to derive a set of linear
constraints on the gate delays that guarantee a correct behavior.
Each constraint usually refers to a pair of structural paths in
the circuit  whose
delays must be related by an inequality (e.g.

delay(path ) delay(path )).
The complexity of the problem restricts the size of the
circuits that can be verified with this approach, since explicit
representations of the states are required. So far, circuits
with up to 20 symbols have been verified. This makes the
approach specially suitable for the verification of small circuits
whose behavior depends on the timing characteristics of the
components, such as asynchronous controllers. Some examples
of these controllers are the IPCMOS circuits from IBM [18],
or the GasP FIFO control circuits from Sun Microsystems [19]
(see Figure 8). The technique is also applicable to any level of
granularity. For example, one could verify RTL specifications
with delays at the level of functional blocks (ALUs, counters,
controllers, etc).
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an
example of verification with symbolic delays. Section III
discusses related work in the area. Section IV introduces timed
transitions systems and symbolic delays. The main algorithm
for reachability analysis is presented in Section V. Finally,
Section VI illustrates the applicability of the approach to some
examples.
II. E XAMPLE : V ERIFYING

A

D

FLIP - FLOP

We illustrate the power of symbolic analysis with linear
contraints by means of an example. Let" us take the D flip-flop
depicted in Fig. 1(a)
Each gate $ has a symbolic delay
")(+*,[17].
".in the interval %'&
. We call /103254768 , /19;:;< = and /1>@?BADC
the setup, hold and clock-to-output times, respectively. /1EGF
and /IHJ define the behavior of the clock. Our goal is to
symbolically characterize the latch behavior in terms of the
internal gate delays.
The method presented in this paper is capable of deriving a
set of sufficient linear contraints that guarantee the correctness
of the latch’s behavior. The verified property is the following:
LNM ’s
The value of K after a delay /1>@?BADC from
*
rising edge must be equal to the value of at LNM ’s
rising edge.
Any behavior not fulfilling this property is considered to be a
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Fig. 1. (a) Implementation of a D flip-flop [17], (b) description of variables that characterize any D flip-flop and (c) sufficient constraints for correctness for
any delay of the gates, (d) sufficient constraints if some delays are known:   G and ; .

failure1 . Fig. 1(c) reports the set of sufficient timing constraints
derived by the algorithm. The most interesting aspect of this
characterization is that it is technology independent.
an example, let us focus on two constraints. First,
yAs
*U
&
is necessary to prevent the

* cross-coupled gates $
and $
read thewrong
value
of
or enter metastability.
*1*UU
Second, / 03254768
& defines the setup time that,
interestingly, depends on the variability of the delay of g2. In
case of novariability
on the delays, the constraint is reduced
*
to / 02)468
,
which
is the time required for $ to capture
*
the value of .
The degree of parametrization can be chosen at the designer’s will. If some delays are known, they can be used during
the verification.
As an example, let( us
- assume
(5- that the delay

of $ and $ are in the intervals % 
and %
, respectively.
The sufficient constraints with these assumptions are reported
in Fig. 1(d).
III. R ELATED WORK
Several techniques for computing conservative timing constraints for the correct operation of asynchronous circuits are
available in the literature. The main difference between this
paper and these approaches is that they are based on analyzing
the circuit with known constant min-max delays in gates and
wires [4], [5], [7], [15], [16]. The approach presented in this
paper can deal with unknown delays that are represented as
symbols. Therefore, the analysis can be performed without
making any assumption on the delay of the components of
the circuit or the events of the environment.
The kind of timing constraints that can be computed also
differs from our approach. The first class of constraints is
metric timing constraints, i.e. constant min-max bounds for
the components of a circuit. In [15], contraints are described
as bounded delays called delay paddings that have to be
introduced in the circuit to guarantee correctness. [5] computes
delay paddings, plus the required delay bounds on input
events. Another group of constraints is relative timing [4],
[7], [14], [16], i.e. constraints that describe the relative order
among concurrent events. Our approach can compute a wider
class of constraints, linear constraints. Therefore, our analysis
provides less conservative timing constraints, that can yield an
increase in performance.
Our approach uses convex polyhedra as the abstraction to
represent sets of timed states. In [9] convex polyhedra are used
1 An

inertial delay model is assumed for the verification

to analyze linear relations among variables, in the context of
algorithms for the static analysis of programs. To preserve
closedness in set operations, polyhedra can only represent
approximations of the state space. For example, the union is
not closed for convex polyhedra. As an overapproximation,
the convex hull is used instead. This strategy has also been
used by other authors for the approximate verification of realtime systems [11], linear hybrid automata and synchronous
programs with counters [12]. Linear hybrid automata and
synchronous programs differ from timed transition systems in
the condition required for an event to happen, i.e. there is no
restriction on the time elapsed since an event becomes enabled
for firing until it is finally fired, contrary to the lower and upper
bound requirements defined in timed transition systems.
IV. D EFINITIONS
The behavior of a timed circuit can be modeled as a
timed transition system (TTS). A TTS is a transition system
where each event has a lower and upper delay bounds. In the
remainder
(+* - of the paper, the delay of an event will be denoted
 . For those events where no distinction is madefor
by %{&S
w
min and max delays, we will simply use the notation
.
Intuitively, the lower bound restriction states that an event
should be fired at least &S time units after becoming
enabled,

is
fired
at most
and
the
upper
bound
restriction
states
that
*
 time units after becoming enabled.
The following definitions present the concepts of transition
system and TTS, together with the semantics of these models,
i.e. the concept of “run”.
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The definition of TTS can be easily extended to allow
symbolic delays in addition to constant delays.
V. T IMING

Algorithm AbstractInterpretation ( Ô , ÕUÖØ× )
Input: A graph Ô ÙÛÚdÜ½Ý3Þß with initial node àSá and initial
constraints ÕUÖ× .
Output: The abstraction âã ä å for all nodes and edges.
foreach node áçæèÜ do âã ä å+Údáß := é ; endfor
foreach edge U
ê æ,Þ do âã ä å+Údêß := é ; endfor
âã ä å+ÚdàSáß := ÕèÖØ× ;
ëSì+í áNîSêï := ðÜñ ;
do
á := node in ëhì§í áNîSê+ï with lowest DFS number;
ëSì§í áNîSêï := ëSì+í áNîSêïxòóá ;
ô ÷ æèÞ
foreach edge áõö
áøêùIúüû ÷ ê := ýþ í áBÿ êþGÚâjã äå;Údájßß ;
if (áøêùIúüû ÷ êÅ
 âã ä å+Údêß ) continue;
âjã äå+Údêß := áNêùIúIû ÷ ê ;
if (âjã äå+ÚdêßÅ
 âjã ä å+Ú ÷ ß ) continue;
if (ê is a back edge)
âjã äå+Ú ÷ ß := âjã ä å+Ú ÷ ß Úâjã äå;ÚdêGß
 âã ä åÚ ÷ ßß ;
else
âjã äå+Ú ÷ ß := âjã ä å+Ú ÷ ß 
 âã ä å+Údêß ;
ëSì§í áNîSêï := ëSì§í áNîSêï U
 ð ÷ ñ ;
while (ëSì+í áNîSêï Ùçé );

REACHABILITY ALGORITHM

A. Overview
Events of a TTS can only be fired if their lower and upper
bound restrictions are satisfied. Intuitively, each event has an
associated event clock that stores the amount of time elapsed
since the transition became enabled. Each time an event is
fired, event clocks have to be modified accordingly. Analysis
of the values of event clocks can reveal whether an event can
be fired or not in a given state.
This section presents an algorithm that computes a conservative upper approximation of the event clock values. Approximations will be propagated and combined using fixpoint
techniques described in abstract interpretation [8].
The following sections describe the different parts of the
algorithm: the abstract interpretation techniques used to propagate the approximations are explained in V-B; the basic
operations on our approximation, convex polyhedra, are defined in V-C; finally, the function that computes how our
approximation is changed after firing an event, one of the main
contributions of the paper, is defined in V-D.
B. Abstract interpretation
Abstract interpretation [8], [9] is a framework of approximate static analysis techniques which can be applied to many
kinds of analysis problems in different types of systems. In
order to solve a specific problem, the framework of abstract
interpretation has to be adapted to:
Í the properties being studied: We can define a state of a
system as the set of values that describe the configuration
of the system at any given point. The state may contain
information which is not necessary to check a given
property. Therefore, in our analysis we can work with
an abstraction, a simplification of the state that ignores
the information of the configuration that is not relevant
in the specific problem.
Í the semantics of the system: The behavior of a system
can be defined by identifying a set of locations where we
require information about the state. The relations among
the state of the system in these locations establishes a
system of equations.
The system of equations is solved iteratively using fixpoint
techniques, yielding an abstraction that describes an upper
approximation of the state in each location of the system.

Fig. 2.

Abstract interpretation algorithm

For the problem of timing analysis of a TTS, a configuration
is a set of valid assignments of constant values to clocks and
symbolic delays. We will abstract the set of valid assignments
as a convex polyhedron that is an upper approximation of this
set, i.e. all valid assignments are included in the polyhedron.
The convex polyhedron will describe the linear constraints that
are satisfied among clock values and symbolic delays in all
these valid assignments.
There will be two kinds of locations of interest of our
timing analysis of TTS: states and transitions.
  We will note
the abstraction in a given location as 
, even though
the abstraction has a different meaning for states than for
transtions.
Í In states, we are interested in the value of clocks when a

Í

state is reached, i.e. the precondition of the state.
About transitions, we would like to compute the value
of clocks after the transition happens, i.e. after firing
an event. This can be considered as computing the
postcondition of the transition.

In order to define the timing behavior of the system, we have
to build a system of equation that defines how time elapses.
When an state is reached, several events become enabled
while other events that were enabled previously continue to be
enabled. These events have to be fired according to its lower
and upper delay bound, taking into account that some events
have already been enabled for some time. We have defined
a symbolic function called transfer (explained in detail in
section V-D) that advances the clock values while satisfying all
upper and lower bounds. Using this function, the abstractions
for states and transitions can be defined as the following
system of equations:
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Fig. 3. Several operations on convex polyhedra: (a) intersection of polyhedra , (b) union of polyhedra as the convex hull, (c) widening of polyhedra and (d)
assignment of a linear expression or an undefined value.
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Figure 2 describes an algorithm that computes a solution
for this system of equations using a increasing fixpoint. Each
location starts with an empty set of valid assignments to
clocks and values, i.e. and empty abstraction. The algorithm
applies the equations iteratively as long as the add new valid
assignments. The solution is reached when there is a fixpoint,
i.e. applying all equations another time does not yield any new
states in any location of the system.
Termination, i.e. convergence of the system of equations,
is guaranteed by modifying the computation for loops. A
widening operator [9] is used in the the equations of those
states
are the targets of back-edges. The
operator
$#&that
%
 widening
%
(
) is defined as a superset of
that reaches
convergence after being applied a finite number of times.
Using widening in all loops ensures the convergence of the
system of equations, as well as reducing the number of
iterations required to reach a fixpoint. An in-depth discussion
on termination of fixpoints and the necessity of widening can
be found in [8], [9].
Í

C. Convex polyhedra
This section will introduce the basic concepts about convex
polyhedra required to understand the implementation of its
operators. The reader can find an in-depth description of
convex polyhedra in [9], [12].
Convex polyhedra can be represented as the set of so¨
lutions of a conjunction of linear inequalities
with rational
coefficients. Let ' be a polyhedron over ( , then it can be

¨
represented
solution to± the system
of
inequalities
 *Á ),+  ) as the
% Ã
%«±
where
and
'
»
(-/.
(0- . Convex
polyhedra can also be represented in a polar representation,
called the system of generators, as a linear combination of a
set of vertices 1 (points) and a set of rays 2 (vectors).
The fact that there are two representations is important,
because there are efficient algorithms [9] that translate one
representation to the other, and several of the operations for
convex polyhedra are computed very efficiently when the
proper representation of polyhedra is available.
The set of operations on convex polyhedra that are required
for timing analysis are the following:
Í Test for inclusion ( ' ª¶K ): Inclusion is an exact
operation. ' is included in K only if the± generators
of

%
' satisfy the constraints of K , that is, 
Ä
3
1¾ 3»
±
4
2¾
» Î .
and Ä

Í

Í

Í

Í

Í


Union ( '
K ): The union of convex polyhedra is not
necessarily convex, and therefore an upper approximation
is used. This approximation is called convex hull, the
least convex polyhedron that includes ' and K . '
K
is defined as the polyhedron with a system of generators
that is the union of those in ' and K .
Intersection ( '
K ): The intersection of two convex
polyhedra is necessarily convex. '
K can be defined
as the polyhedron with a system of linear inequalities
that contains all
the inequalities in ' and K .
#
K ): Widening is the approximate operator
Widening ( '
used to guarantee termination in loops. Widening operator
must ensure that it
will reach fixpoint after a finite number
#
K is defined as the system of linear
of iterations. '
inequalities which are satisfied both by ' and K . As
the number of inequalities in ' and K is finite and
this operator can only reduce or maintain the number
of inequalities, termination in a finite number of steps is
ensured.
65 y*Applying a linear assignment ( '%'&]¾
): Linear
assignments to a dimension of the polyhedron transform
¯ 
the
polyhedron
as 1
Á 5 vertices
Á 5 the
Ã
* + ± and Ã the edges
¯B of
 + ±
3
3
1
2 .
and 2

Assigning
an
undefined
value
to
a
dimension
( '%'&]¾
7 -
): this operation removes all constraints for a given
dimension of the polyhedron, while keeping all the
implicit constraints about the rest of dimensions intact.
This operation is implemented with the Fourier-Motzkin
elimination [10] method, i.e. we update the system of
inequalities as follows: First, we add all the possible
linear combinations of inequalities with non-zero coef
ficient in & so the coefficient
  Ò§ó in & becomes zero. For
inequalities, at most
linear combinations will be
added to the system of inequalities. Then, inequalities
where dimension & has non-zero coefficient are removed.

Figure 3 shows some examples of these operations on
convex polyhedra. It should be noted that the convex hull
and the widening operator are the only operators that loose
precision. All other operators are exact.
Convex polyhedra have been chosen only because of its
good trade-off between efficiency and¨ expresiveness. However,
any other abstraction of a subset of (
providing the necessary
operators could have been used instead of convex polyhedra.
An example of an alternative abstraction is finite unions of
convex polyhedra, which are more precise but less efficient.

Algorithm transfer( ÿØþ ë , ïøÿØý , ê , 8
Input: An event ÿØþ ë ö ô ïøÿØý with
Output: The postcondition of ÿØþ ë

Í

)
precondition 8 .
ö ô ïøÿØý .

:= 8,9]ÚÿØý3ê;:=< >ß ;
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B
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returnU 8 ;
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Fig. 4.

Clock transfer function
transfer( e , P ) =

{P}
a

b

e

{Q}
a

Á

Ã 
Á ' Ã 
K

c

P := P /\ (step 0)
P := P /\ ( clock e + step
de
P := P /\ ( clock e + step
De
P := P /\ ( clock a + step
Da
P := P /\ ( clock b + step
Db
P [ clock a:= clock a + step ]
P [ clock e:= ? ]
P [ clock b:= ? ]
P [ clock c:= 0 ]
P [ step := ? ]

)
)
)
)
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eFig. 5. Example of the transfer function for an event d , with the postcondition
obtained from a precondition f .

D. The clock transfer function
The core of the analysis is the clock transfer function
that computes symbolically the changes in clock values after
firing an event. Clock values are represented by a convex
polyhedron, with one dimension per event clock and one
dimension per symbolic delay. The restrictions of this polyhedron represent the restrictions on the clock values in a given
state. Intuitively, the purpose  of the transfer function is to make
sure
that whenever an event is fired, its delay bounds &  and
*
 are taken into account and added to the restrictions on the
clock values.
Event clocks for enabled events store the amount of time
elapsed since the event became enabled, while disabled clocks
are undefined, i.e. there is no restriction on their value. After
firing an event, event clocks should be updated, because some
time has elapsed since the firing of the last event to the firing
of current event. This time spent in the state is called clock
step, and it should satisfy the following properties:
Í Step should be » Î , i.e. no negative time increments.

Step
should be long enough to ensure that the firing of

happens at least &  time units after was enabled. At
the
same time, it *should be short enough to ensure that

is fired at most  time units after becoming enabled.
Í Step should be short enough to ensure that any transition

that is enabled before firing is not forced to fire due to
its upper bound constraint.
Once the clock step has been defined, the update in event
clocks caused by the firing of an event can be defined as:
Í events that are disabled before and after firing  keep
their clocks unchanged.
Í events that are enabled before and after firing  have their
event clocks increased by the clock step.
Í events that become enabled by the firing of  have their
clock set to 0.
Í events that become disabled by the firing of  have their
clock undefined.
Figure 4 describes the algorithm that computes the transfer
function using convex polyhedra operators. Figure 5 shows
an example of the computation that would be performed by
the algorithm.
Events that are enabled before and after firing

have
been
increased by an amount in the interval
event
(§* %'&h
 , i.e. the unknown clock step. Also, notice that some
constraints among the symbolic delays of different events have
been discovered. These constraints were imposed over the
clock step during the transfer, and implied several restrictions
on the delays that are made explicit when
variable step is
*
undefined.
For
example,
the
restriction
a»&  means that



event can be fired only if is not faster than . Otherwise,
the postcondition of this transition would be empty, i.e. no
assignment to clock and symbolic delays is consistent with the
firing
of]¦the
by the
]^g_C]
5É+ h event.
* This
(;]^g_Crestriction
]
]¦5É+ h is implied
]^g_C]
 constraints
];^`_C]

Æ
Ê a
Êh
»¢&S ,
Ê a
Î ,
ÊS
a
Î .
The clock transfer function described in this section can be
easily modified to deal with symbolic timed automata instead
of TTS. Checking location invariants and enabling conditions
for transitions can be modeled as adding linear constraints
to the polyhedron, and resetting clocks can be done with
linear assignments, both of which are available operations on
polyhedra. The transfer function for timed automata would
be defined as (1) increase clocks by step, (2) check the
source location invariant, (3) check the enabling condition of
the transition, (4) reset clocks, (5) check the target location
invariant and (6) undefine step.
E. Main algorithm
Timing analysis provides the required constraints for the
reachability of the states and transitions of the TTS. However,
we are looking for the complementary conditions, i.e. the
conditions that render failures unreachable. Therefore, an algorithm is needed on top of timing analysis to extract selected
constraints from those provided by abstract interpretation. This
algorithm is presented in Figure 6.
The input is the specification of a TTS: a set of discrete
variables, a transition relation, an initial state, and the delays

s0
e4

Algorithm Verification ( i , j , à )
Input: A specification of a TTS i , a predicate j describing
failure states and transitions, and a predicate à describing
known restrictions on the symbolic delays.
Output: A set of constraints on the symbolic delays that is
sufficient to avoid the failures defined by j .

e4
s4
e3
(failure) e 4

s2
(a)

Ô := k¥ê íwëhì§íml û ? û oý nwÕ¥á mí ? z
n ÿØû5ÿÚOiøÝpj,ßq
ë@ j
á ÿØýþ í û áøýlÿ := à ;
do

Õ r l ÿØýþ wí ë ý àSáNý3ê+þ;:hþ+êý í ýû @ ájÚÔÝ ë @ ájÿØýþ í û áøýlÿ;ß ;

:= set of linear constraints required to reach a
failure that are not implied by r ë @ ájÿØýþ í û áøýlÿ ;
choose a linear constraint ë from ;
ë @ ájÿØýþ í û.áNýlÿ := ë @ ájÿØýþ í û áøýlÿs9ut ë ;
while (any failure is reachable 9 ëS@ áBÿØý3þ í û áNý;ÿ/Ù, ím? ÿØê );
ð ëS@ ájÿý3þ í û áNý;ÿIÙv ím? ÿØê ö unavoidable failure ñ
return ë @ ájÿØýþ í û áøýlÿ ;
Fig. 6.

Main algorithm for verification

of each event. Additionally, a predicate describing the failure
states and an invariant of known delay constraints are also
provided. The output is a set of sufficient constraints that
ensure the absence of failures.
The first step is the calculation of the reachable state space
using untimed depth-first reachability analysis. During this
stage, failure edges and states will be identified. Also during
this traversal, all back-edges of loops are identified and nodes
are numbered in quasi-topological order; this order will be
used to speed up convergence of the abstract interpretation
analysis.
Timing analysis can then be performed on the TTS. The
result of this step will be a polyhedron attached to each state
and transition of the TTS, including the edges that lead to
a failure. The polyhedron attached to each of these edges
describes constraints that are required to reach a failure. If any
of these constraints is false, the failure will be unreachable.
For example, if one polyhedron has the constraints,
 
y]§ç

Æ w
x
»
then, the constraint that makes sure that the failure is
unreachable is the following disjunction
 ]
y]§ÓçÇx
w

The algorithm proceeds by choosing one of these linear
constraints at a time and adding it to the invariant. Currently,
this choice is performed interactively, even though we have
plans to automate this procedure. The verification continues
until all failures have become unreachable or the invariant is
false. A false invariant means “cannot find a constraint that
makes the system correct”. It can happen if the system has
an unavoidable failure or the algorithm cannot find sufficient
constraints due to approximation. On the other hand, the
algorithm might return the initial invariant, which means that
no additional constraints are required for the correctness of
the system.

s0
e0
s1

Fig. 7.

e0
e1

s3
e2
e 1 (success)

s1
e3

e1

e2

s3
(failure)

s4
s 2 e 1 (success)
(b)

Cyclic behavior to illustrate the widening operator.

F. Approximate analysis
The problem of computing the set of feasible clock and
delay values is computationally expensive. This is the reason
why we are using an approximate analysis technique, such
as abstract interpretation, instead of trying to compute an
exact solution. In the context of our problem, we calculate
an upper approximation of the state space that guarantees no
false positives in the verification of safety properties.
The source of approximation comes from the union of
reconvergent paths. In case of acyclic reconvergence, the
union is approximated by the convex hull. In case of cyclic
reconvergence, the widening operator must also be used to
guarantee the convergence of the algorithm. This technique
is crucial when symbols are used to represent delays, as the
number of iterations of a loop may depend on the actual delays
of the components. Since the delays are symbolic, this number
may be unknown.
\
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where the predicate
]
l
l
g
Ê  Æ ºK
º4
results from the convex union of the same predicate with
equality instead of Æ , for all Î Æ Ê Æ º . With the widening operator applied
¦w after the first iteration, the polyhedron
representing Time( ) would be reduced to
]
  Å
 ] Y 
 ] ^ x] g

 ~ 
  
g
Æ
Êh Æ
ÊS
Î
ÊS
ÊS
This polyhedron would become invariant in the following
iterations. After verification, the condition for absence of
failure would be the following:
    ~  Û  
Figure 7(b) depicts a situation of a non-convex condition for
the avoidance of failures. It is easy to prove that the system
is correct if the following predicate holds:

TABLE I
E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Example
nowick
gasp-fifo
sbuf-read-ctl
rcv-setup
alloc-outbound
ebergen
mp-forward-pkt
chu133
converta
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7
9
7
13
10
9
6
15
11
11
9
13
10
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9
14
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STG
Places
Trans
19
14
10
8
19
16
14
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16
14
24
16
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14
16
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Unfortunately, the existential quantifier represents a disjunction that cannot be expressed ¦ as
 a convex polyhedron. In this
case, the predicate for Time( ) would be:
]
 ] g

w+·
 ] Y 
g
Ê  »Î
Ê  Æ
Ê 
Î
This abstraction does not show dependencies between symbolic delays. Therefore, the verification would not be able
to provide any set of linear constraints to avoid the failure,
even though there are values for delays that make the circuit
correct.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

We have implemented the algorithm presented in this paper
in a verification tool. In this section, we show some examples
that have been verified using this tool.
A. GasP FIFO controller
We have formally verified a GasP FIFO controller from
Sun Microsystems [19]. This circuit handles the flow of data
between stages of a pipeline: whenever the previous stage
is FULL and the next stage is EMPTY, the control circuit
(a) produces a pulse to the data latch in order to make it
transparent, (b) declares that the next stage is FULL and (c)
declares that the previous stage is EMPTY. The state of a
stage is encoded in a single wire, where EMPTY (FULL) is
encoded as HI (LO). Figure 8 shows the controller of one stage
of a pipeline. The environment of this controller corresponds
to the^. previous and next stages of the pipeline. Notice that
wire corresponds to the wire
in the previous stage of the
pipeline. The behavior of the environment is modeled with
Signal Transition
Graphs (STG) [6]. Environment events such

as
or 
describe the rising or falling of signals, and
its delay models the time required to fire an event since it
becomes enabled in the STG.
This asynchronous controller is designed to achieve a very
high throughput, so it depends on timing constraints for its
correct operation. In [14], this circuit is verified and sufficient
relative timing constraints to ensure correctness are derived.
However, it is hard to translate relative timing constraints into
constraints on the delays of the components of the circuit.
The correctness of the circuit has been verified with respect to three criteria: absence of short-circuits; absence of
hazards, i.e. once an event becomes enabled, it does not
become disabled before being fired; and conformance, i.e. all

TTS
States
Trans
60
119
66
209
74
157
72
187
82
161
83
188
194
574
288
1082
396
1341

# of
symbols
10
12
14
12
19
13
12
7
14

# of
constraints
2
10
4
8
3
5
6
3
13

CPU Time
(seconds)
0.5
8.1
1.2
2.1
1.3
1.3
1.9
1.3
20.4

output events produced by the circuit are expected by the
environment. These criteria can be satisfied with the timing
constraints that appear in Figure 8.
B. Asynchronous pipeline
We have also verified an asynchronous pipeline with different number of stages and an environment running at a fixed
frequency. The processing time required by each stage has
different min and max symbolic delays. The safety property
being verified in this case was “the environment will never
have to wait before sending new data to the pipeline”. Figure 9
shows the pipeline, with an example of a correct and incorrect
behavior. The tool discovered that correct behavior can be
ensured if the following holds:
 *   µ§µ+µ 
¢*
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where
is the delay of stage º , and C& * and
refer to
environment delays. This property is equivalent to:
   *( µ+µ+µ (§*
(§*  O 

& *
Therefore, the pipeline is correct if the environment is
slower than the slowest stage of the pipeline. CPU time for
the different lengths of pipeline can be found in Figure 9.
C. Other examples
We have also verified a set of asynchronous circuits available in the literature, defined as a network of simple gates
plus a STG modeling the behavior of the environment. In
these circuits, correctness has been defined as absence of
hazards and conformance with the STG. Table I shows the
size of the circuits, STGs and the computed TTSs, the number
of symbolic delays, the number of constraints required for
correctness, and the CPU time used for the verification.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
An algorithm for symbolic timing analysis of concurrent
systems has been presented. The output of the algorithm is
a conservative approximation of the values of clocks and
symbolic delays in the reachable states of the system. An
application has been shown by computing the constraints of
gate and input delays in an asynchronous circuit that guarantee
correct behavior. Remarkably, the approach works for more
than 15 symbolic delays within a reasonable time.
The technique is well suited for analyzing small-sized
timed circuits such as asynchronous controllers. These circuits
often operate at very high throughputs, and they heavily rely
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Fig. 8. GasP FIFO controller. Each shaded area has been modeled with a different symbolic delay. On the right, the discovered timing constraints that are
sufficient to guarantee the correct operation of the circuit.
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Fig. 9. (a) Asynchronous pipeline with N=4 stages, (b) correct behavior of the pipeline and (c) incorrect behavior. Dots represent data elements. On the
right, the CPU times required to verify pipelines with different number of stages.

on stringent timing constraints to ensure a correct behavior.
However, more complex circuits can also be verified if (a)
they are analyzed at a higher level of abstraction or (b) part
of the delays are defined as ranges of known integer delays
instead of symbols. Future work will try to broaden the area of
application of this technique, in order to handle bigger circuits
with more symbolic delays. We plan to use representations
based on Binary Decision Diagrams to represent sets of states
and timing constraints symbolically.
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